
Setting up Bluetooth on the Raspberry Pi 3

Cut the Cord
The Raspberry Pi 3 comes with Bluetooth capability already on board, making it possible 

for every user to take advantage of this wireless technology. By Bernhard Bablok

the standard. I also look at programs needed 
for a Bluetooth setup and provide examples 
illustrating additional areas of application for 
a Raspberry Pi (Rasp Pi) outfitted with Blue-
tooth technology.

Blue Theory
“Bluetooth” was the code name given to a 
standardization project for short-range wire-
less communication. The name is an Angli-
cized reference to a 10th century Danish 
king, Harald Bluetooth, who was successful 
in using the power of communication to 

The Raspberry Pi 3 (RPi3) has many 
upgrades and improvements – 
among them on-board WiFi and 
Bluetooth. WiFi has become the 

go-to capability for transmitting large 
amounts of data. Bluetooth, on the other 
hand, has some advantages when close-
range transmissions are at issue. Setting up 
WiFi goes quickly with the help of the GUI, 
but using the Bluetooth module requires sev-
eral modifications to the Raspbian system.

In this article, I introduce the Bluetooth ar-
chitecture and describe how Linux supports 
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unite hostile Norwegians with hostile 
Danes. When the technology was released, 
the name stuck and a logo was crafted out 
of the Old Norse runic symbols for the 
king’s initials, H and B. These historic refer-
ences make sense in light of the significant 
roles played by the Ericsson (Swedish) and 
Nokia (Finnish) companies in developing 
the standard.

The Bluetooth (BT) standard [1] was 
originally developed to solve problems re-
lated to infrared (IR) connections that de-
pend on visual contact. The goal was to let 
peripheral devices communicate with a PC. 
Out of necessity, original data rate specifi-
cations were low. For the first version, the 
theoretical maximum was 732.2Kbps. Since 
the advent of BT v2.0+EDR (enhanced 
data rate), the limit is 2.1Mbps. The Blue-
tooth module on the RPi3 (Figure 1) works 
according to the Bluetooth v4.1 Low Energy 
(LE) standard.

Bluetooth transmits in the 2.4GHz band on 
79 channels between 2.402 and 2.480GHz. 
Typical sources of interference in this band 
include WiFi radio waves and microwaves. 
The DECT standard [2] for cordless tele-
phones uses a different wireless band (1.88-
1.90GHz in Europe; 1.92-1.93GHz in North 
America). Various techniques such as adap-
tive frequency hopping and correlating codes 
increase the stability and the data through-
put, even when other devices operate on the 
same band.

Bluetooth devices can generate a small 
network accommodating up to eight par-
ticipants (the address comprises 3 bits). 
Even so, these devices are most often used 
for point-to-point connections. Addition-
ally, a park mode has an 8-bit address that 
lets up to 255 devices maintain synchron-
icity. A master distributes time slices to 
the slaves for communication. Devices are 
permitted to participate concurrently on 
multiple piconets [3] but only one time as 
a master.

Bluetooth provides two physical data 
channels: One is for synchronous (lan-
guage) communication, and the other is for 
asynchronous (data transmission) commu-
nication. These channels transmit data al-
most concurrently. As a result, headsets 
transmit commands for volume control via 
the data channel in parallel with the lan-
guage connection.

Further technical details (e.g., the contin-
ued development of the protocol, ways of es-
tablishing a connection, and security issues) 
are found on Wikipedia [1]. The ability to 

use Bluetooth hardware requires software 
support, the so-called Bluetooth stack.

BlueTooTh for linux
The open source BlueZ [4] project is the offi-
cial Linux Bluetooth protocol stack. Because 
Linux also serves as the basis for Android, 
this stack is well maintained. However, the 
low-level functions only make up half of the 
story. Bluetooth does not specify the manner 
by which components communicate with 
one another. Therefore, Bluetooth has proto-
cols known as “profiles,” which specify com-
patibilities that must be present for commu-
nication between devices to occur. By way of 
example, a headset has to both receive audio 
streams and support telephone functions.

The developers also maintain basic profiles 
as part of the BlueZ project [5]. However, not 
every profile can accommodate the BlueZ ker-
nel [6]. For example, the file transfer profile 
(FTP) requires Object Exchange (OBEX), 
whereas the Advanced Audio Distribution Pro-
file (A2DP) and HTTP File Server (HFS) profile 
require PulseAudio. Practically speaking, this 
means you will need to install a series of soft-
ware packages to enjoy all of the Bluetooth 
functions. Raspbian, however, would not be 
Raspbian if the standard image did not come 
with almost everything already in place.

Blue Wireless  
on The rPi3
The Raspbian image from 03.18.2016 serves 
as the basis for this article. This “jessie” image 
is a must for the RPi3. Older models also ben-
efit from the updated Bluetooth stack. After 

Figure 1: The antenna module for the RPi3 is located between the GPIO and the display interface.
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Then, reload systemd and re-
start Bluetooth:

$ sudo systemctl daemon‑reload
$ service bluetooth restart

As shown here, the systemctl 
command shown in Listing 1 
also lets you control an active 
Bluetooth service running in 
the background by replacing 
the status subcommand with 
start, stop, or restart.

Bluetooth is not yet stable 
on the Rasp Pi. In fact, my 
Bluetooth hardware stopped 
completely while I was work-
ing on this article, and I had to 
restart the computer. In addi-
tion to the Bluetooth service, 

you need a series of commands to control 
and administer Bluetooth connections. If 
your Rasp Pi is connected to a monitor, a 
graphical interface, discussed in more detail 
later, makes this process easier.

under ConTrol
The tool of choice for administering the Blue-
tooth stack is the interactive bluetoothctl 
command, comprising the simple command-
line program and a command shell. The shell 
is used to set commands for status requests, 
scans, pairings, and more. Table 1 provides 

booting into Raspbian, you should check to 
see that Bluetooth runs (Listing 1).

The error message Sap driver initialization 
failed should be ignored. It is not generated 
because a piece of software is missing; how-
ever, you can keep the SIM Access Profile 
(SAP) Bluetooth component from loading by 
adding ‑‑noplugin=sap in the configuration 
file /lib/systemd/system/bluetooth.ser‑
vice [7] as follows:

ExecStart=/usr/lib/bluetooth/bluetoothd U
  ‑‑noplugin=sap

$ sudo systemctl status bluetooth

* bluetooth.service ‑ Bluetooth service

   Loaded: loaded (/lib/systemd/system/bluetooth.service; enabled)

   Active: active (running) since Tue 2016‑05‑03 12:40:01 UTC; 5s ago

     Docs: man:bluetoothd(8)

 Main PID: 8554 (bluetoothd)

   Status: "Running"

   CGroup: /system.slice/bluetooth.service

           |‑8554 /usr/lib/bluetooth/bluetoothd

May 03 12:40:01 raspberrypi bluetoothd[8554]: Bluetooth daemon 5.23

May 03 12:40:01 raspberrypi systemd[1]: Started Bluetooth service.

May 03 12:40:01 raspberrypi bluetoothd[8554]: Starting SDP server

May 03 12:40:01 raspberrypi bluetoothd[8554]: Bluetooth management interface 1.9 initialized

May 03 12:40:01 raspberrypi bluetoothd[8554]: Sap driver initialization failed

May 03 12:40:01 raspberrypi bluetoothd[8554]: sap‑server: Operation not permitted (1)>

LISTING 1: Checking Bluetooth

Command Parameter Description
list – Display available controllers
show [ctrl] Controller information
select <Bluetooth address> Set default controller
devices – List available devices
paired devices – List paired devices
power on/off Set controller power on or off
pairable on/off Set controller pairable mode on or off
discoverable on/off Set visibility on or off
agent on/off/<capability> Enable or disable agent with given capability
default‑agent – Set current agent as default
scan on/off Set scan for devices on or off
info <Bluetooth address> Device information
pair <Bluetooth address> Pair with device
trust <Bluetooth address> Trust device
untrust <Bluetooth address> No longer trust device
block <Bluetooth address> Block device
unblock <Bluetooth address> Enable blocked device
remove <Bluetooth address> Remove device
connect <Bluetooth address> Establish low-level connection with device
disconnect <Bluetooth address> Disconnect device
version – Display version
quit – End Bluetoothctl program

TABLE 1: bluetoothctl Commands
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an overview of the commands that are avail-
able, and Figure 2 shows output from various 
status requests.

The commands list and show are used to 
display the local Bluetooth devices. With re-
spect to the RPi3, it would display the on-
board Broadcom chip. Moreover, the show 
command lists the supported profiles and thus 
the possible functions. Visible foreign devices, 
on the other hand, are listed via the devices 
command. As shown in Figure 2, this is de-
pendent on an active scan process that is en-
abled with scan on. Similarly, the scan off 
command turns the search function off.

The interactive Bluetoothctl shell supports 
typical Bash shell functions, such as brows-
ing and searching through the command his-
tory, editing, and command completion with 
the Tab key. Tab completion makes it easier 
to query the device, especially when cryptic 
Bluetooth addresses are involved.

Pairing BlueTooTh 
deviCes
The term “pairing” refers to the mechanism 
by which Bluetooth devices discover, connect 
with, and trust each other. The process of dis-
covery requires that your own Bluetooth de-
vice actually be discoverable. The discovery 
mode is activated via the discoverable on 
Bluetoothctl command. This makes the Rasp 
Pi discoverable for other devices until the 
function is turned off. The user can specify 
a length of time for this mode to remain en-
abled in the /etc/bluetooth/main.conf con-
figuration file. The pairable on command 
allows the Rasp Pi to pair with other de-
vices. A so-called agent, which has been in-
tegrated into Bluetoothctl, is required for 
successful acceptance.

The command agent on starts the agent, 
and default‑agent configures it as the de-
fault tool responsible for all connections. At 
this point, everything is ready for the device 
to accept a connection. All that remains is to 
enable the discoverable mode for the partici-
pating device. Smartphones have a special 
menu to do this, and the option for activating 
pairing mode on current Android devices is 
commonly found in Settings | Bluetooth. 
During testing, I used a Bluetooth keyboard 
with a mouse pad from 1byone (model 
ODE00-0713) [8]. The key combination 
Fnc+C enables pairing mode (Figure 3).

The Rasp Pi initiates pairing with pair 
<Bluetooth address>. The keyboard then gen-
erates a one-time PIN and sends it to the com-
puter to be displayed by the agent. The PIN 
gets entered via the keyboard, thus insuring 

that both devices remain under your control. 
To save the connection permanently, you 
should then enter trust <Bluetooth address>. 
Listing 2 shows the entire procedure.

After restarting, the two devices auto-
matically connect to one another as soon 
as they come within range; that is, you 
only have to go through the steps described 
here one time. However, you might have to 
be patient because the RPi3 boots so fast 
that Bluetooth can’t always keep up. To de-
lete a saved connection, use the remove 
<MAC address> command.

ConvenienT gui
The procedure describe above represents the 
one possibility that exists for connecting a 

Figure 2: Under Raspbian, you can manage the Bluetooth interface exclusively from the 

terminal with Bluetoothctl.

Figure 3: Some Bluetooth keyboards let you activate the pairing mode with a function key 

combination.
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$ sudo apt update
$ sudo apt install blueman

Blueman is a good choice for any user not 
operating a headless system. Although still 
not fully mature or entirely stable, this utility 
usually functions very well, and it came 
through my everyday testing without crash-
ing. One issue, however, was pairing, which 
was not always reliable.

After installation, the Blueman Bluetooth 
manager appears in the menu and has an ap-
plet for quick access in the taskbar. The pro-
gram lets you discover nearby devices and 
their pairing status, whether trust is on or 
off, and so on. Additionally, you can modify 
various settings, change the visibility of the 
Bluetooth adapter (Figure 4), and even send 
a file to a connected device by initiating 
transmission via the interface; however, I 
was unable to make this work on the com-
mand line.

virTual BT KeyBoard
Controlling a Rasp Pi with a Bluetooth key-
board can be very useful; however, it does 
not work with systems that do not have a 
display screen. A Bluetooth keyboard is 
connected like a keyboard connected by 
cable to a local computer. With headless 
systems, however, access is usually suc-
cessful through the network. Bluetooth of-
fers an alternative because it also frees a 
serial port.

Serial ports on computers have been 
around forever. In the beginning, computers 
connected to the outside world over dial-up 
lines, with a terminal at the other end of the 
line. Both sides still exist today, but they 
have been virtualized and made completely 
transparent. Even so, establishing a serial 
transmission line with Bluetooth requires 
some work.

To begin, you should copy the service 
definition

$ sudo cp ‑a U
  /lib/systemd/system/bluetooth.service U
  /etc/systemd/system

and modify it according to Listing 3. The 
modification involves calling up the Blue-
tooth daemon in line 8 with the ‑C parameter 
(compatibility mode) and adding line 9, 
which informs the Bluetooth stack that serial 
connections are now possible.

The tool for serial Bluetooth connections 
is called rfcomm. Listing 4 is a service defi-
nition for an automatic start. The lines in 

Bluetooth device to a Rasp Pi that is not per-
manently connected to a display monitor (run-
ning headless). If your Rasp Pi has a graphical 
interface and is hooked up to a monitor, the 
GUI makes the process of connecting some-
what more convenient. The blueman package, 
which you need for this approach, is found in 
the Raspbian package sources:

$ bluetoothctl

[NEW] Controller B8:27:EB:DC:B4:BC raspberrypi [default]

# discoverable on

Changing discoverable on succeeded

[CHG] Controller B8:27:EB:DC:B4:BC Discoverable: yes

# pairable on

Changing pairable on succeeded

# agent on

Agent registered

# default‑agent

Default agent request successful

[NEW] Device 6F:81:25:93:AC:3E 6F‑81‑25‑93‑AC‑3E

# scan on

Discovery started

[CHG] Controller B8:27:EB:DC:B4:BC Discovering: yes

[NEW] Device C4:3A:BE:06:98:8A XperiaZ3

# pair C4:3A:BE:06:98:8A

Attempting to pair with C4:3A:BE:06:98:8A

[CHG] Device C4:3A:BE:06:98:8A Connected: yes

[agent] Confirm passkey 782895 (yes/no): yes

[CHG] Device C4:3A:BE:06:98:8A Modalias: usb:v0FCEp01BAd0010

[CHG] Device C4:3A:BE:06:98:8A UUIDs:

   00001101‑0000‑1000‑8000‑00805f9b34fb

   00001105‑0000‑1000‑8000‑00805f9b34fb

[...]

[CHG] Device C4:3A:BE:06:98:8A Paired: yes

[CHG] Device C4:3A:BE:06:98:8A Connected: no

[CHG] Controller B8:27:EB:DC:B4:BC Discoverable: no

# trust C4:3A:BE:06:98:8A

[CHG] Device C4:3A:BE:06:98:8A Trusted: yes

Changing C4:3A:BE:06:98:8A trust succeeded

LISTING 2: Pairing Devices

Figure 4: Blueman lets you administer Bluetooth devices via a graphical interface.
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this listing should be copied to the new file 
/etc/systemd/system/rfcomm.service, be-
fore executing:

sudo systemctl enable rfcomm

After restarting, the Bluetooth daemon runs 
in compatibility mode, and the RFCOMM ser-
vice is active. If necessary, you can check 
this by calling

systemctl status rfcomm

Line 7 in Listing 4 contains all of the magic 
of the RFCOMM call. The program monitors 
channel 1 and starts the agetty program if 
necessary on the /dev/rfcomm0 serial device. 
The remaining parameters control agetty by 
setting the baud rate to 9600 and terminal 
emulation to vt100.

If you have ever experienced network 
problems on a Rasp Pi that lacks 
both a keyboard and display screen, 
you can appreciate this emergency 
entry. Anything entered on the Blue-
tooth keyboard is executed immedi-
ately. The only other solution is to 
unplug the power; however, the SD 
card filesystem will not take kindly 
to this over time.

You still need Bluetooth terminal 
emulation on the other side (Fig-
ure 5) – for example, the open 
source Android app Blueterm [9], 
which works well when used with 

01  [Unit]

02  Description=Bluetooth service

03  Documentation=man:bluetoothd(8)

04  

05  [Service]

06  Type=dbus

07  BusName=org.bluez

08  ExecStart=/usr/lib/bluetooth/bluetoothd ‑C

09  ExecStartPost=/usr/bin/sdptool add SP

10  NotifyAccess=main

11  #WatchdogSec=10

12  #Restart=on‑failure

13  CapabilityBoundingSet=CAP_NET_ADMIN CAP_NET_BIND_SERVICE

14  LimitNPROC=1

15  

16  [Install]

17  WantedBy=bluetooth.target

18  Alias=dbus‑org.bluez.service

LISTING 3: Enabling Serial Connections

01  [Unit]

02  Description=RFCOMM service

03  After=bluetooth.service

04  Requires=bluetooth.service

05  

06  [Service]

07  ExecStart=/usr/bin/rfcomm watch rfcomm0 1 /sbin/agetty ‑noclear rfcomm0 9600 vt100

08  

09  [Install]

10  WantedBy=multi‑user.target

LISTING 4: Auto Restart

Figure 5: The Blueterm Android app lets you operate a Rasp Pi without a cable and without a network.
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device will receive the sound and set the 
volume. When a headless system is in-
volved, you use the command-line program 
pactl.

ConClusion
Thanks to the on-board Bluetooth chip, the 
RPi3 once again opens up new horizons. 
Users with older model Rasp Pis shouldn’t 
feel left behind, though. Suitable USB don-
gles are available at little cost from many 
commercial dealers. However, the more basic 
dongles typically support the Bluetooth pro-
tocol only up to version 2.1. Fortunately, this 
can be more than sufficient.

During testing, the Gembird BTD-MINI2 
Bluetooth dongle worked well in non-Blue-
tooth Rasp Pis. Once plugged in, it worked as 
described in this article just as well as the on-
board component on the RPi3. However, the 
dongle monopolizes one of the four USB ports 
on the Rasp Pi, so power consumption is 
somewhat greater than that for the RPi3.  ● ● ●

a keyboard that offers the common Ctrl 
and Alt shortcut keys [10].

The serial connection can also be used for 
other purposes, like transferring data from 
one device to another. For this task, you can 
either modify the service definition or manu-
ally start a suitable program once the con-
nection is established. For example,

cat < /dev/rfcomm0 > ~/data.txt

could save the data that has been transmitted 
to the data.txt file.

using BlueTooTh  
for MusiC
In the last example, I want to look at using 
the Rasp Pi to play music on Bluetooth loud-
speakers or earphones. According to the doc-
umentation, this is fairly simple and doesn’t 
require much effort; nonetheless, the imple-
mentation was not so easy.

At the outset, the documentation says you 
need a PulseAudio sound server for music 
streams. This server advertises itself as a vir-
tual sound card between applications such as 
VLC and physical output devices. Theoreti-
cally, PulseAudio connects via Bluetooth 
with found devices that have already been 
paired and generates a new output device. 
The PulseAudio mixer can then output the 
sound from the new device.

Therefore, it makes sense to install the en-
tire PulseAudio stack first:

$ sudo apt‑get install U
  pulseaudio‑module‑bluetooth U
  pavucontrol mplayer

The command simultaneously installs the 
pavucontrol mixer and a playback program. 
An alternative would be VLC, as mentioned 
previously. If PulseAudio is already available 
on your computer, you should simply restart 
it, but not as a root:

$ pulseaudio ‑k
$ pulseaudio ‑D

After completing the installation, you should 
hook up the Bluetooth loudspeaker or the 
headset. At first, nothing happens, because it 
takes a few minutes for all of the steps to 
complete. The Bluetooth stack transfers the 
new device to PulseAudio, the service gener-
ates a connection, and then a new output de-
vice becomes available.

Using Pavucontrol, the graphical mixer for 
PulseAudio, you then decide which output 
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